Attorney Bio
A partner in the New York and New Jersey oﬃces of WSHB, Kevin is
internationally recognized for his prowess in handling New York State Labor
Law litigation. Kevin has handled some of the largest Labor Law cases in the
state and is widely sought out for his counsel in navigating factually
challenging scenarios involving sections 240(1), 241(6), and 200. Kevin has
represented some of the largest contractors and real estate developers in the
United States in catastrophic injury claims. He handles claims from inception
through mediation, arbitration, and trial, including appellate practice. An
experienced trial lawyer, Kevin also defends matters including recreational
facilities, dram shop claims, security, general premises liability, and motor
vehicle and trucking claims.
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Kevin is regularly called upon by clients to draft and review contracts for major
construction projects, assess insurance coverage matters, and defend
discrimination claims. As part of his practice, Kevin also provides counsel on
high exposure excess matters. His representative matters also includes
subrogation claims.
As a member of the NYC Rapid Response Team, Kevin responds to the scene
of construction accidents conducting immediate onsite investigations,
including interviewing witnesses and inspecting evidence.
In 2016, Kevin was selected for a secondment at an international insurance
carrier where he audited property damage and bodily injury claim ﬁles,
evaluated coverage and reserves, interfaced with the underwriters, and
reported to the head of claims. This experience provided him with sage insight
which he employs in every matter he handles today.
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